
Contemporary furniture in glass

visit wwwwww..ffuuttuurreeggllaassss..ccoo..uukk for information and support
please email any feedback to reception rreecceeppttiioonn@@ffuuttuurreeggllaassss..ccoo..uukk
TT +44 (0) 1376 330300

Thank you for purchasing the Futureglass Semplice Bistro Table (stainless steel)!

The design of Semplice allows easy tool free assembly by a competent adult.

The simple tool free assembly means that the table can be constructed in the
shortest of times.

Please take a few moments to read these instructions to get the most from
the table.

Futureglass is a proud member of
the Association for British Furniture

Manufacturers

11.. Always lift table with 2 people – NEVER drag.
22.. Replace any damaged glass with that of identical

specification.
33.. Never place heavy objects onto the table.
44.. Use a suitable non-abrasive glass cleaner.
55.. Take care when moving the table.
66.. Take care in positioning the table.

77.. Never place hot pans onto the table.
88.. Avoid subjecting the table to impact.
99.. Never sit or stand on the table.
1100.. The table is not suitable for rough use
1111.. In the unlikely event of breakage, a competent person

must clear thoroughly the area of sharp shards of
glass, which may cut.

The glass supplied is toughened to BS6206A for safety. In order to maximize this safety; please follow the following precautions. 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

11.. Unpack all of the components.

22.. Place the tube over the stainless steel boss in the
center of the smallest piece of glass (base).

33.. Screw the central threaded rod onto the boss, leaving
an amount of the threaded rod showing. Screw the
top (larger piece of glass) onto the threaded rod
(which is protruding from the central leg), by rotating
the glass tabletop until it is tight.. Align the boss and
the leg on the final QUARTER turn.
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Thank you for purchasing the Futureglass Semplice Bistro Table (wood)!

The design of Semplice allows easy tool free assembly by a competent adult.

The simple tool free assembly means that the table can be constructed in the
shortest of times.

Please take a few moments to read these instructions to get the most from
the table.

Futureglass is a proud member of
the Association for British Furniture

Manufacturers

11.. Always lift table with 2 people – NEVER drag.
22.. Replace any damaged glass with that of identical

specification.
33.. Never place heavy objects onto the table.
44.. Use a suitable non-abrasive glass cleaner.
55.. Take care when moving the table.
66.. Take care in positioning the table.

77.. Never place hot pans onto the table.
88.. Avoid subjecting the table to impact.
99.. Never sit or stand on the table.
1100.. The table is not suitable for rough use
1111.. In the unlikely event of breakage, a competent person

must clear thoroughly the area of sharp shards of
glass, which may cut.

The glass supplied is toughened to BS6206A for safety. In order to maximize this safety; please follow the following precautions. 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

11.. Unpack all of the components.

22.. Screw the grub screw with the hex socket still visible
into the stainless steel boss in the center of the
smaller glass (base).

33.. Screw the leg onto the protruding stud. When the leg
is secured tightly, twist the legs on final QUARTER
turn so that they are square with the bosses. (i.e. flat
side of the leg with the flat side of the boss).

44.. Now Screw the grub screw with the hex socket still
visible into the boss on the larger piece of glass.
Screw the top into the central leg by rotating the glass
tabletop until it is tight. Again, align the boss and the
leg on the final QUARTER turn.


